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Abatraet 

Studies have been made of the approach to energy-loss and charge-state 
equilibrium of initially pure charge states of ions, transmitted through 
thin carbon targets. Ions of Li, F and CI at 3 MeV per AMU were used. 
Detailed observations were made of outgoing energy losses and charge-
state distributions, for outgoing charges equal to those ingoing. A Monte 
Carlo analysis is made of the charge-changing processes, which allows 
calculation of energy losses due to projectile charge exchange. The 
residual electronic target-ionisation loss is analysed to predict in-target 
charge states of the projectile ions. Using these, a comparison is made 
between the in-target effective charge for target ionisation, and the 
avenged ionic charge which fits charge-exchange data. 

* Part in, Aust J.Phys. 1987 40,125. 
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1. Introduction 
Charge exchange and energy IOM comprise the major physical 

processes of interest in the interaction of swift ions in solids. Several 
comprehensive reviews exist on both topics: Beta (1972,1980) on charge 
exchange; Andersen et al. (1977), Andersen (1983), as well as the detailed 
compilations of Ziegjer and Chn (1974) and Ziegler (1980), on energy losses. 

It is evident, for example from data used in the last-named reference, 
that there are many gaps in the data in the region 1-10 MeV per AMU 
(MeV/U), while the theoretical interpretation is uncertain in several respects. 

The present work describes a study of the approach to an equilibrium of 
both charge state distribution and energy loss as an ion beam passes through 
an increasing thickness of target. Here, studies are reported of 3 MeV/U ions 
of Li, F and CI in carbon targets. This continues work initialed by the Harwell 
group (Cowern et al. (1984) in a region of energy and mass where deviations 
from "bare-nucleus'' effects may be studied. The present work includes a 
description of the experiments, rand an interpretation of the data to deduce the 
effective in-target charge states of the ions required to explain the measured 
energy losses. Such energy losses are only uniquely denned, for ions which 
may exist in multiple charge states, when the ingoing and outgoing charge 
state are determined uniquely. This is so because the processes of energy loss 
are mediated by capture, loss and excitation of electrons, which depend on the 
ions' histories. 

It is appropriate to describe the model by which realistic calculations 
may be made of the charge-exchange processes involved in a target. In 
principle, one should treat each ionic state as a many-body system, denned by a 
stlf*consistent wave function. This is not feasible where hundreds of particle 
shell combinations may exist, and it is usual to adopt the Slater picture (Slater 
1930) in which electrons are described by independent-particle subs hell 
quantum numbers (nfl), and the effective charge of the ion deduced from 
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empirical screening factors. Then tha cross sections for the various charge-

changing processes may be calculated, using soma well-known 

approximations: chiefly first Born approximation for electron loss and 

excitation (Walske 1966, Mersbacher ft Lewis 1968) and OBK theory for electron 

capture (Bets 1980). 

Given some experimental data on ion energy losses, one may attempt to 

fit these with standard theory. But tha main source of disagreement is likely to 

be in the deficiency of the independent-particle model for the effective in-target 

charge of the ion, on which energy-loss processes depend sensitively. 

Therefore, for the present work we decided to use the data to predict the 

effective charge required by the Bethe-Bloch theory and compare this with the 

RMS averaged ionic charges from fits to data on the charge-changing 

processes in the target In order to correspond to the effective change in 

energy loss the latter may be assumed to correspond to the effective charges as 

"seen" outside the bound electron shells, so that the comparison does not 

depend on Slater self-screening factors. 

Section 2 describes the experimental methods used for measuring 

outgoing charge fractions and projectile energy losses. In Section 3 we show a 

method of analysis by which the observed data may be displayed to represent 

the mean values, in-target, of the effective projectile charges. Such a method 

requires an allowance for contributions to energy loss by projectile ionisation, 

not included in the main "Bethe-Bloch" target-ionisation process. 

2, WT—<«if»tft | Method and RttnHt 

The MUD accelerator provides a wide variety of ions with energy-to-

mass ratios between 1 and 6 MeV/U. Beams are extracted with charge states 

resulting from terminal-stripper ionisation. Fig.l shows schematically how 

charge-changing processes are detected in the present work. After 

acceleration, a beam at 3 MtV/U - at 21,67 and 106 MeV for ?Li, «F and 3BC3 
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respectively - is analysed through 90° (A), passed through a post-acceleration 
stripping foil (B) and allowed to enter a switching magnet (C) whose function 
is to switch to the beam line one of the range of charge states produced by the 
foil, and focus it to the target (D) in the spectrometer scattering chamber. A 
number (about 4, depending on energy) of the exit charge states are 
simultaneously focussed by the Enge magnet and recorded at points of the focal 
plane (E) which is instrumented fer direct positional counting. Thus charge 
spectra may be measured, and with the resolution available, lineshape widths 
are about 1000 times less than charge-to-charge sparing*. A complete charge 
spectrum may be obtained by using typically three settings of the spectrometer 
magnet. 

The excellent resolution of the Enge spectrograph enables in principle a 
measurement of the shift of position of a peak after traversal of a target, and 
this was the basis of the method used for measuring energy losses. Energy 
losses in thin targets lay between 1-100 keV for 21-130 MeV ions, and for 
adequate accuracy it was found necessary to measure energy losses for all 
target thicknesses, simultaneously. The targets (up to eight, with two blank 
positions, were mounted on a rotating carrier, and target positions were 
correlated in time using a shaft encoder, with a rotation frequency of 2 
revolutions per second. The smallest measured shifts in the foca1 ...ane were 
near 0.1 mm, with a position resolution of order 1 mm. Small centroid shifts 
were, however, readily obtained in the manner described by Pender and Hay 
(1984). Such centroid shifts were always related to "no-target" positions, and 
this required that the method could only be applied to ions whose ingoing and 
outgoing charge states were the tame. 

The measurements were carried out, for each ion beam and incident 
charge state, at four different but contiguous regions of the focal plane, using 
different Enge-magnet currents. This enabled an accurate calibration of the 
focal plane for small energy shifts, using a polynomial function. In addition, 
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it allowed far any microscopic non-linearities in the focal plane, whose 
essential detecting element it a fine wire (Ophel and Johnston 1978). Thus for 
each charge state a set of four runs, with eight targets and two blanks, was 
obtained. The results of the measurements are displayed in Fig.2. Energy 
losses deduced from focal-plane shifts, divided by effective target thicknesses, 
are plotted against target thickness. In the ordinates of Fig.2, an extra 
thickness of 0.3 ug cm"2 was added to each target, equivalent in stopping power 
to 0.15 ug cm3 oxygen and 0.05 ug cm3 hydrogen. These figures are discussed 
in Section 3(d) below. The errors plotted are from the scatter of points, with no 
attempt to include the effects of systematic variations, which will be discussed 
further in Section 4. 

Before embarking on an interpretation of the data, it is appropriate to 
note the composition of the targets used. These (and probably all such) targets 
contained the detectable impurities O2 and H2 mentioned above. All target-
thickness measurements were made by detecting back-scattered 2 MeV 
protons, such measurements were very accurate, with £1% error relative to 
one another, but are subject to a 5-10% error of the absolute back-scattering 
cross section (Jackson et al.1953). Here there was, of course, a possible source 
of a systematic error and this was addressed as will be described in the 
discussion of Section 4. 

8. In-TsvgatPit^ectitoCliarge States 
The data of Fig.2 may be modelled using energy-loss theory, which takes 

account of the interaction of an ion with electrons in the target ("electronic" 
loss), with nuclei in the target ("nuclear" loss), and exchange, that is, capture 
and loss of electrons by the projectile ("exchange" loss). As was emphasised in 
Section 1, an assumption necessary for any practical calculation is that the 
projectile's charge state Z«ffis the nuclear charge screened by independently-
orbiting electrons. Since the main (electronic) energy loss depends on this 
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charge sg««»»d- tha data provida a sensitive maaaura of that Ztff which fita 
tham. To obtain thit, it ia obviously neceesary to calcolata and allow for all 
effects other than electronic loss. At ia shown by Ziegter (1980, Vol.5), for tha 3 
MeV/U projectiles diacuased hara, tha nudear loaa ia lata than Mr3 of tha raat, 
and it wm not be considered rurther. In Section 3(aMc) below we describe the 
nacaaaary fitting procedures: tha basic physical processes in (a), tha exchange 
loaa in (b) and tha numerical calculationa in (c). Tha effective projectile charge 
states are deduced in Section 3(d). 

(a) Physical Description of Energy-Los* Processes 
Chief and beat-known aiming energy-lost processes is the target 

electronic loss aa designated above. Summaries of tha considerable literature 
on this subject are given by Andersen (1983) and Ziegler (1980). Because there 
are different versions in the literature of the full Zefrdependence, we shall 
spell out the one we conai «• best justified: 

" a T " , " n v v 7 " 2 ^ L ( v A < f Z t ) ( 1 ) 

where 
U v ^ ^ . l o + LiZeff+I^W-c/Zt. (2) 

Here e and m are tha electron charge and mass, v the relative partide-target 
velocity, and N and Zt tha target electron number density and (nudear) charge. 
Tha terms in Equation (2) are the so-called Bathe loss, and tha Barkas,Bloch 
and shall corrections respectively: 

I*-/i»2mv2/I)-/n(l-82)-B2, 3(a) 
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where the relativistic terms involving fP are of order 10-* and will be neglected 

henceforth; I is a mean target ionisation potential For the Li and Lj 

corrections we define a parameter 

H«Z*(voV) 
usingvo«e^h the first Bohr velocity: then the value derived by Lindhard (1976) 
for the Barkas correction is 

Physically, the Barkas correction, as derived by lindhard, takes account of the 
polarisability of the target atom in the presence of the projectile, and is 
assumed to be present for both "dose" and "distant" collisions. This form does 
appear to agree with data (Andersen et all977) though the theory of Sung and 
Ritchie (1983) would suggest that only distant collisions contribute and that the 
lindhard correction is a factor of about two too large. We shall use equation 
3(b) here, in agreement with Andersen (1983). 

The Bloch correction involves the complex pri-function (Bloch 1933) 
-La Z*p «*vO)+Retya+rn.)], 

which may be transformed (Erdelyi 1953) to 

-""".Safe- w 

For r\>\A, one may use the asymptotic form 

- l4 W « Y+ln(T]M12n)-2 + (12011)* • (252n)*, 3(d) 
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where -)M>-577216.. it the Euler-Mascheroni constant The result 3(d) is within 
a few parts in 10* of 3(c). For n « l , the limiting value of 3(c) is 1.202n2, which 
leads to the Bethe relation finr energy loss, while finr :)»1, 3(d) goes to f+lnOl) 
which, combined with the Bethe term, leads to Bohr's expression. 

The shell correction (-c/Zt in eq.2) allows fer the effect of binding of 
electrons in the target atoms. Its exact size is not significant here, since we 
shall relate the stopping of ions of F and CI to that of Li in the isjnft carbon 
targets. Such data as exist lor carbon (cfZaegkr 1980, VoL6) indicate that the 
shell correction is dose to zero, within errors, lor 3 MeV/U ions. 

(b) Energy lots in Charge-Changing Cycles 
As proposed in Sectl, we now calculate the charge-exchange loss which 

is to be subtracted from the observed data of Fig.3, in order to obtain Zeff using 
the equations of Section 3(a). For the present purposes we are interested in the 
energy loss sustained by a projectile which enters, and emerges from, the 
target in the same charge state. This may evidently be approximated as the 
number of charge-changing cydes multiplied by the mean eneregy loss per 
cycle. More correctly, one should allow for the changing history of the in-
target ionic charge. 

To obtain the energy loss in a charge-exchange cycle, it is first necessary 
to discuss the kinematics of the collision processes. (We are not aware of any 
such discussion, delineating the accuracy of calculations, in the literature). 
Consider a projectile (mass P) and a target atom (mass T) exchanging an 
electron (mass m). This is a 3-body problem, usually reduced (e.g. Bohr 1948) 
to a 2-body problem by invoking the relative smallness of the electron-to-ion 
mass ratio. For the majority of ionising collisions in which nuclear energy 
loss is ignorable, the projectile is virtually undeflected For such cases the 
energy loss due to electron exchange may be described as a distant or "toft" 
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collision, in which momentum conservation only in the direction of the 
incident beam need be imposed. 

Solution of the equations of energy and momentum conservation for the 
gaptnra process (masses P, T, m): 

P • CT+nO-̂ CP-Hn) • T 

leads to the expression for the projectile energy loss 

4Ec*-Br-Bpd2p£(££*2|fe.£) 2

 ( 4 ) 

where Br and Bp are the (positive) binding energy of the electron to the target 
and projectile cores, for an incident projectile energy Ep. Equation (4) is 
accurate to second order in both m/P and (Br-BpVEp, both of these terms being 
typically of order 1<H. Hence the energy loss on capture requires effectively no 
correction to the binding energy-difference. 

For the lojg process 
(P+m) + T-»P + m + T, 

the soft-collision restriction enables us to solve the 3-body prob«nn by noting 
that the emerging electrons' average distribution in the reference frame of P is 
predominantly isotropic (Dropper and Briggs 1976). Its average velocity 
relative to P thereby becomes very small, and the momentum-energy balance 
equations yield 

AEtoM-lmv^p^B + E p ^ r ^ , (5) 

where: v • laboratory-frame velocity of P 
B • Bp+Ec 
Ec • mean kinetic energy of separation of P and m. 
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To the same order of accuracy as was used in Equation (4), the energy 
loss in a charge-changing cycle becomes 

AE«Br+jmv2 + Ec. (6) 

The first two terms represent the sum of the energy necessary to ionise a target 
electron, and the kinetic energy of an electron accelerated to the projectile's 
velocity. The term Ec follows from a study of the dynamics of the Born 
calculation (Walske 1956). It is the continuum energy loss, which expresses 
the met that, relative to the projectile, the ionised electron carries away a 
positive mean kinetic energy Ec. In the work of Cowern et al. (1984) tins was 
assumed a fitted parameter. For the present work it waa taken as the ratio of 
the energy-loss to loss cross sections, calculated in first Born approximation. 
The value computed by us for 36 MeV C ions is 0.29 keV, dose to the value 0.30 
adopted by Cowern et al. 

(c) Calculation of Projectile Energy Lots 
In order to obtain finally the projectile's energy loss due to target 

ionisation, it ia necessary to know how much energy is lost in the charge-
changing cycles, in each cycle of which the energy AE of Equation (6) is lost 
This depends on the mechanisms of charge changing in the target Emergent 
mean charge states for CI and F, are plotted in Fig.3 as functions of the target 
thickness, for various incident charge states. The approach towards 
equilibrium with thick targets (260 ug cm*2) is evident The results for Li are 
not displayed, as for all targets there was virtually full stripping to mean 
outgoing charge state 3+. 

In order to follow the charge-changing cycles, it was necessary to fit the 
emergent charge-state distributions with the basic crow sections for capture, 
loss and excitation of the projectile. In earlier work (Hay et al.1964) we have 
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dWribad a letateCarm method of doing tine. Tha tama procedure was 

followed for the date of Fig.3,leeih^ to the fitted c u r ^ The fits 

required acaJa frctors on tha thaoratical OBK captor* cross aactiona, of 0.81 and 

0.77 for CI andF, and 0.85 fir loss with both tona. Usmg the aversged "history" 

of charga <****gs**gi it was possible, using Equation (6% to daduca tha 

projectiles charge-changing loss and, aft tha sams tuna, ftha Bathe, Barkas and 

Bloch loaaaa finr tha fin ittpimding Zvff dsflmd. aa waa explained in Sect.1, to 

ba folly aciaanad by all attachad bannd •lections, Loaaaa dna to X-ray and 

Angar amiaaJona wara also indodad in tha calrala+iona. Apart from tha 

(near-unity) acala factors for cross aactiona, no arbitrary paramatara wara 

required for tha separate calculation of tha several contributions to energy 

loaaaa. 

(d) Effective Projectile Charge State* 

Equation (1) ia the basis from winch it ia possible to derive Zcjr from 

observations, but it ia first necessary to allow finr small loaaaa dua to tha oxygen 

and hydrogen impurities in the carbon targete, and finr tha loss dua to charge-

changing effecU m the projectile. The impurities wara treated by equating 

them to an equivalent thickness of carbon. Examination of tha empirical 

fitting to stopping powers dona by Ziegler showed that for 3 MeV/U ions of U f P 

and CI, tha stopping power finr oxygen ia 0.9 and finr hydrogen 2.6, relative to 

carbon. Hence tha measured average oxygen and hydrogen thicknesses 

0.1540.03 and 0.0S±0.02 ug cm-8 have bean replaced by 0.3 ug cm'3 of carbon 

(this waa already included for tha ordinate of Fig.2). This amounts to soma 

10% extra thickness for tha thinnest target at 2.68 ug ear9. 

Tha projectile loss dua to charga exchange ia not of importance in 

studies of energy losses of ions which remain fully stripped in targets. With 

tha present data at 3 MeV/U this ia closely true for Li, for which tha projectile 

loss amounts to only 1* of tha total. For F and CI it can ba up to 10%. 
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The results of the analysis are shown in Table 1, for some representative 
target thicknesses, for the highest and the lowest charge states in CI and F. 
The observed energy loss is listed in the first column, and the predicted mean 
component due to projectile charge exchange in the second column The 
resulting target ionisation, column 3, corresponds with the Bethe-Bloch theory 
to the Z«ff values of column 4, which is compared to the averaged (RMS) charge 
ZRMS fiwed in-target charge state of column 5. It should be pointed out that the 
dE/dx figures given in the first column have been corrected for a deduced 
systematic error, this will be discussed in Sect.4. 

The results of such calculations for all targets are plotted in Fig.4, 
which shows (dashed curves) the averaged in-target ionic charges and (points) 
the deduced Ztfr values. Generally, the two sets follow similar trends, but we 
note that the fitted Z«ff value* actually exceed the bare-ion values, for the 17+ 
charge state of CI, with thin targets. This discrepancy will be discussed in 
Section 4 below. 

4 Disciiseic* of Results 
Before considering the results embodied in Fig.4 and Table J, we discuss 

possible systematic effects in our experiments, that could lead to a mis
interpretation of our results. 

As was pointed out in Sect.2, the observed dE/dx values of Fig.2 contain 
only random errors. However, they depend on accurate knowledge of target 
thicknesses. These were read from published graphs of absolute back-
scattering cross sections for proton-carbon scattering (Jackson et al. 1953),with 
errors stated to be at least 5%. One way to improve on their accuracy, which 
we have adopted, was to compare the experimental and predicted thick-target 
dE/dx values for Li. The latter, based on well-known Bethe-Bloch theory for 
rally stripped ions, should be very accurate, while the statistical errors in the 
former are of order only 0.2%. In net a discrepancy greater than this was 
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found: tho target thicknesses we moaturad neadod to be adjusted downwards 
by 6% in order to make the two agree. Such an adjustment implied that the 
quoted iaC+p back-scattering cross section is 8% too tow; allowing for the extra 
error in our experiment due to extrapolating in angle, this is acceptable. 

Referring to the results of Fig.4, since our measurements are accurate 
within the statistical accuracy shown, it seems dear that the increase of Ztff 
for these targets and high charge states must be real and caused by the 
pretence of some energy-lost process at the entrance (or exit) surface not 
accounted for by the Bethe-Bloch »"d nraitrtfle-loae nrocesses. Tint trend it 
also clearly seen in the results of Fig.2, in which virtually all dE/dx curves 
tend upwards at the thinnest targets (note that this is not due to impurities 
whose thicknesses were induded in effective target thicknesses). Mechanisms 
such as: "sparking due to image-charge formation", "energy expended in 
forming a wake", might be considered at possible speculative causes of tint 
effect. We have not investigated such possibilities. 

In the trend (Fig.2) of the dE/dx values towards equilibrium (illustrated 
by the Ziegler values plotted with arrows there) another significant anomaly 
shows in the CI data, namely the relative closeness of the values for charge-
states 15 and 17. We believe that tint may be due to an enhanced energy loss in 
the 15+ (helium-like) ion due to components of the incident beam containing a 
metastable two-electron state which hat been excited by the pott-stripper foil 
(cf.Fig.l) some 10 m upstream of the target. Evidence for such helium-like 
states hat been observed elsewhere in atomic-physics studies (Fano 1983), but it 
it not dear how one should allow quantitatively for this effect. 

We conclude that the experimental data we have observed on energy 
losses of ions in solid targets teem to conform generally to Bethe-Bloch theory 
\sid the standard cross sections used to calculate charge-exchange 
phenomena in (solid or gat) targets. Our method of comparing these, namely 
the similarity of effective in-target charge states at fitted to dE/dx and at 
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calculated from fits to charge fractions, doaa ahow up an apparent extra 
anargy loaa at tha target eurface, not accounted for by the usually-discussed 
mechaniamt. 

Since the extra energy-lota proceee appeara to be a surface-related effect, 
it would obvioutly be enhanced by a atudy of tha tame phenomena using 
targets thinner th' »tha thinnett onea we were able to uaa without breaking 
(~2.5ugcm2). A comparison of thin solid and gaa targets would alto be of 
great interest. 
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Table L Selected data and fits as plotted in Figures 2-4 for chosen ion 
charge states and target thicknesses. The derivation and 
comparison ofZairandZitMs are in the text Target thicknesses 
(a-c) are as defined below. 

Ion (Charge) Energy Loss Projectile Loss Z«ff ZRMS 

CK17+) a 37.212.2 1.251.25 19.11.6 16.6 

b 27.6*1.1 2.3QL35 16.01.3 155 

c 23.210.1 2J251.16 14.41.1 14.6 

C1U1+) a 15.711.0 1.381.12 11.91.4 11.0 

b 14.210.2 1.811.18 11.11.1 12.1 

c 17.610.1 1.811.10 12.51.1 132 

F(9+) a 8.291.29 0.331.01 8.31.2 8.92 

b 7.701.13 0.471.02 8.41.1 8.76 

c 7.711.01 0.491.02 8.41.1 8.45 

F(6+) a 4.731.32 0.741.02 6.21.3 6.49 

b 5.291.38 0.491.02 6.81.3 7.16 

c 7.141.05 0.521.02 8.01.1 8.28 

Li(3+) a 1.011.13 0.0101.001 3.061.20 2.998*0005 

b 0.971.02 0.0111.002 3.011.03 2.9981.0005 

c 0.9671.002 0.0111.001 2.991.01 2.9981.0005 

Target thicknesses(tig cm2): a Nominal 2.58 corrected 2.73 

b 14.3 13.74 

c 133.3 125.6 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1 Schematic layout of experiment using separated charge states. A: 

90° analysing magnet, B: post-acceleration stripper, C: charge-
separator magnet, D: target, E: Enge focal-plane detector. 

Fig. 2 Energy loss per carbon target thickness for ions entering targets at 
chosen ingoing and (the same) outgoing charge states (labelled), for 
CI, F and la ions at 3 MeV/U. Errors are from the experimental 
scatter of data. The arrows at the right represent the predicted thick-
target, equilibrium, energy-loss values of Ziegler (1980). 

Fig. 3 Mean charge of emergent ions as functions of carbon target 
thickness, for incident 3 MeV/AMU CI and F ions. The incident 
charge states are the intercepts of the dashed curves at the ordinate. 
The data are plotted as full circles, and joined by the solid lines, while 
calculated values are represented by the open symbols. 

Fig. 4 Comparison of in-target averaged ion charge obtained from energy-
loss and charge-exchange data. The dashed curves represent RMS 
ionic charge states corresponding to the fits of Fig.3; the plotted 
points are deduced from the energy loss data, for charge states as 
described in the text. 
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Fig. 1 
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